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Abstract:- The basic idea of our project is to build a new 

banking system and reduce old systems use OTP and instead 

use a security verification method that uses the QR code. 

System which uses two-way authentication using Random 

Numbers and IMEI Signed Signs of Verification. Since the 

information stored in the QR code is encrypted, it is 

protected. The QR code is scan with the help of scanners on 

smartphones. The results generated by scanning QR codes 

are a combination of the random number generated by the 

random number function and the number of IMEIs 

registered by the user. If the internet connection in smart 

phone is on then user will automatically get inserted into the 

login page and forwarded to the home screen of the bank 

page. The goal is to develop a security system that uses two-

factor authentication: a trusted device will scan the QR code 

and act as a known signal and password. Our goal is to 

increase security bank operations and provide customers 

with easy access to operations. 

Key words: - QR codes, online privacy, mobile security, 

secured authentication, smartphone 

1] INTRODUCTION 

1.1] Background  

Most of the current transactions are digitized, users are 

scared of losing their important data. We still use the first 

safety measures. This requires delivery of greater security 

measures for these Internet operations will ensure that user 

information is not getting tampered. Securing QR code 

works more effectively than password, fingerprints, and face 

detection system. The QR code is a matrix that is an array of 

squares. The three points of QR code form the only model 

that can easily scale and size. 

2] PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 The present system has an OTP that is sent to users via 

text message or email, but email spoofing or man in the 

middle can occur. The password system provides security 

against unofficial access, but the evolution of various 

attacks, such as violent attack, does make the system 

ineffective. This system option is provided in two identities 

that use the first-factor password, and the randomly 

generated code is a second factor. There are many 

advantages of this system but it also comes with some 

disadvantages. For example, a fraudulent network late 

delivery of OTP. This system has been replaced with an 

efficient system that uses the QR code instead of OTP but 

does not resolve the code issue. The new system we offer 

provides a QR code with an IMEI number and a 4-digit 

code. The second verification factor is replaced by the 

Android app installed on the registered phone. This system 

eliminates the problem of man in the middle and the delay 

in obtaining a unique code. 

3. Literature Review 

Table1.Literature Review 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Proposed Methodology. 

The ideological development of the system using the 

iterative model is that it will allow the developers to take 

advantage of earlier versions of the system. Important 

Sr.No. Paper Name Gap Identified 
1. OTP encryption 

techniques in 
mobiles for 
authentication 
and transaction 
security. 

Most OTP systems 
are susceptible to 
real-time replay and 
social engineering 
attacks.  

2. Survey on 
information 
hiding techniques 
using QR barcode  

  

They can 
breakdown Label 
damage. Scratched 
or crumpled 
barcodes                  
may cause problems 

3. Authentication 
and transaction 
verification using 
QR codes with a 
mobile device 

Use of QR code for 
transaction process 
instead of login is 
not safe and secure 
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steps in development of the system should start with the 

application of a small module and then make changes 

according to the system requirements are by using the 

current system, developers can identify errors in system 

and improve it by providing new functionality. 

In doing this, the design changes were made, and new 

system functions were created. This process continues 

until the ultimate goal of ensuring the best security is 

achieved. Mostly, Development consists of, initialization 

steps and system design module control lists that replaces 

the current OTP system. The QR authentication system 

allows the user to log in by using password if the user is 

identified, the encrypted string in the form of the QR code 

is displayed on the screen. A user gets logged in if an 

encrypted string matches an IMEI number in the database. 

 

Fig.1. barcode 

Before the QR code, there were some advanced verification 

techniques, such as user names password, barcodes, face 

recognition, fingerprint. Security is compromised as 

passwords faced the problems of hacking. The code limit is 

that it can only save up to 20 digits therefore complex 

passwords cannot be created by using the code. Barcode 

which are scratched, does not provide any security. 

Devices and technology used for fingerprints and face 

identities suffers from a problem of accuracy.          

 Therefore to reduce all the drawbacks of previous security 

system QR code is made. QR code is a Quick Response 

code. It was introduced in 1994 by a Japanese company 

subordinate –Danso-Wave. The QR code can produce more 

complex passwords because it can hold up to 4296 

alphanumeric character. Since it is a two-dimensional 

barcode, can be read from any direction. 

 

Fig.2. QR code 

There are two parts to this system. Section in which input 

data is converted into QR code is known as encoding 

section. Data analysis and encoding is performed in this 

then it is followed by error correction, coding and the final 

message is organized. Decoding is second stage where 

decoding of QR code image is done and whatever data it 

contains is displayed the decoding technique starts with 

distinguishing the black and white modules and then 

rearranging the modules to achieve the decoded format 

information. 

4] Proposed system 

 

Fig.3. Flow Diagram 

The steps in above diagram provide information on how to 

complete the registration process: -At first user will sign 

up for registration by submitting details such as his 

username, password and IMEI number. When the data is 

verified it will be saved in the database. Then public key 

and private key will be generated by the data in the data 

server and they will be stored in the server. 

The user will continue to download the Application and 

install it on his phone. When a user executes the 

application for first time, public and private key files are 

created and saved internal storage of mobile phones. 

When registering, if the user does not enter all values as 

user names, IMEI number password, phone number, and 

email address then the registration process will be failed. 

Validation plays an important role in the registration 

process; if validation unsuccessful then login of user is not 

possible. 
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Fig 3.Registration process diagram 

5] IMPLEMENTATION 

This system is implied when your (user) mobile phone has 

the internet and is online where string is formed by doing 

encryption of random number, public key and IMEI 

number. With this help of this string QR code is obtained 

by using the QR code generating function. Once it is 

produce, it will be shown on client’s machine and clients 

will scan this QR code with their mobile phone. Since its 

online mode, after scanning, the generated string user 

directly enters into login page by using internet. If there is 

successful login, the customer home page of the bank 

website is displayed. So in our system, we do not need to 

remember the password. The user's public key is used to 

decrypt the string and also ensure that it is in our 

transaction table with random number, and then 

modification of the line are done in the table. Server, then 

check whether IMEI is valid. If it is found valid, then the 

login is successful. After successful login, the transaction 

row is removed and a new QR code appears when the user 

wants to sign in again. Now, PHP sessions are created and 

when the user is finishes his/her task, the session is 

destroyed. 

6] SECURITY 

The QR code and encryption algorithms provide powerful 

security for our system. It does not get susceptible to the 

man-in-the-middle attack because the message between 

the user and the server is always in the encrypted form. 

Also, for a mobile app, one has to have a password so they 

cannot be attacked by anyone in any other ways. If the 

people who are untrusted know how to work on data 

storage, the security issue is created. Phishing attacks are 

possible on mobile phones if we replace apps with others 

app.  

Result:- 

Screenshots 

 

1.Home Page. 

 

2.QR code. 

 

3.Login Succsess. 
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4.Admin Page. 

Conclusion: - This system gives additional security with 

the traditional way of online authentication of banking; 

which contains username and password. On the other 

hand, by adding QR code authentication, the security 

measures for banking are improved. Two factor 

authentications are measured in this system. With the help 

of this QR code, security is improved during the login of 

the specific bank. Depending on the authentication only 

the client will be able to achieve the transaction. In future 

we would like to add voice input command feature to our 

website and android application. It will help the user to do 

his work easily. We would like to use some advanced 

encryption and decryption algorithm, better than AES. 
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